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our recommendation “SuBScriBe”



THE OFFER
Issue Open : 05 Dec 2017 to 07 Dec 2017

»» Issue Type:  Book Built Issue IPO

»» Issue Size:

›    Fresh Issue aggregating up to ` 480.00 Cr
› Offer for Sale of 1,000,000  Equity Shares

»» Face Value:  ` 10 Per Equity Share

»» Issue Price:  ` 245 - ` 248 Per Equity Share

»» Market Lot:  60 Shares

»» Minimum Order Quantity:  60 Shares

»» Listing At:   NSE, BSE



CAPITAL STRUCTURE
The share capital of Company, is set forth below:-

(Amount in ` except share data)

Authorized Share Capital :-

117,750,000 Equity Shares @5 Aggregate value 1,177,500,000

Issued, subscribed and paid up capital before the Issue :-

88,654,932 Equity Shares @5 Aggregate value 886,549,320

Present Issue:-

Fresh Issue aggregating up to `480.00 Cr

Offer for Sale of 1,000,000 Equity Shares



OBJECT OF THE OFFER
The Offer comprises of the Fresh Issue and the Offer for Sale.

Company proposes to utilize the Net Proceeds from the Fresh Issue
towards the following objects:

 Repayment or prepayment in full, or in part of certain loans availed by
the Company. ` 300crore

 Purchase of medical equipment for existing, recently set up, and
upcoming hospitals. ` 58crore

 Purchase of interiors, furniture, and allied infrastructure for upcoming
hospitals. ` 18crore

 General corporate purposes.

Company will not receive any proceeds from the Offer for Sale.



COMPANY OVERVIEW
Shalby Hospitals is a multi-specialty chain of hospitals,
headquartered in Ahmadabad. The hospital chain offers
quaternary healthcare services to patients in various areas of
specialization such as orthopedics, complex joint
replacements, cardiology, neurology, oncology, and renal
transplantations. It had a 15% market share of all joint
replacement surgeries conducted by private corporate hospitals in
India in 2016.

Having strong presence in western and central India and focus on
tier-I and tier-II cities, it operates across five states, the
outpatient clinics operate across 37 cities in 12 states in India, and
SACE centers are present in seven cities in six states in India.

It is also expanding in western and central India with
hospitals being set up in Nashik and Vadodara.



Continue……

This hospital has specialized in some techniques named ‘OS
Needle’ and ‘Zero Technique’ bought in by the promoter
doctors.

OS Needle, it has been successful in simplifying soft tissue
procedures, thereby reducing the risk of infection and the
high rates of failure that once existed while undertaking
orthopedic surgeries.

Zero Technique, it is a surgical procedure that involves
minimum incision during the surgery, thereby reducing
infection rates and surgical time required to complete a
total knee replacement surgery.



ROAD MAP AHEAD
Company expand its business through a combination
of the following models :

 Owning and operating multi-specialty hospitals.

 Operating and managing hospitals on a revenue sharing basis, by
adopting an asset-light model.

 Associating with third-party hospitals on a revenue sharing and/or
professional fee basis to offer orthopedic healthcare services under
SACE.

 Providing orthopedic healthcare services through Outpatient Clinics
that are either independently operated by company, or operated by
company within third party premises on a revenue sharing basis.



STRENGTHS
 Leadership in orthopedics and strong capabilities in
other specialties.

 Integrated and scalable business model enhancing
patient reach.

 Experienced player with longstanding presence and
brand recall.

 Track record of operating and financial performance
and growth .

 Ability to attract quality doctors, nurses, paramedical,
and other staff .

 Experienced and qualified professional management
team with strong execution track record .



BUSINESS STRATEGY 
Strengthen hospital presence in western and central India,
and continue expanding into new geographies.

 Continue to enhance outreach programmes.

 Continue to strengthen healthcare services across other
specialties.

 Implement initiatives to improve operational efficiencies.

 Continue to grow ancillary businesses.



VALUATION OF PEER GROUP 
COMPANIES

Company delivers strong RONW , trading at a P/E of approx.
35x, lower amongst its peers, depicting strong potential
going forward.

*EPS is taken for the FY17



FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

Total Revenue stood `332.8cr, ` 292.5cr and `277.6cr, in Fiscal

2017, Fiscal 2016, and Fiscal 2015, respectively.

Representing a CAGR of 9.4%

Its PBT was ` 53.2cr, ` 35.9cr and ` 43.0cr, in Fiscal 2017, Fiscal

2016, and Fiscal 2015, respectively.

Representing a CAGR of 11.2% .

Its PAT was ` 62.5cr, ` 37.5cr and ` 25.7cr, in Fiscal 2017, Fiscal

2016, and Fiscal 2015, respectively.

Representing a CAGR of 58.4%.



SNAPSHOT - CONSOLIDATED



INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
The Indian healthcare industry was estimated to be `9.2
trillion in 2016; growing at a CAGR of 14-15% over FY11-15.
The healthcare industry is expected to grow at a CAGR of
15-16% during FY16-20 and expected to reach `17.2
trillion in 2020.
The healthcare delivery segment is largely driven by private
sector players and occupies a major share of nearly 70% in
the total number of hospitals; out of which organized
private corporate hospitals comprise less than 10%.
Deficient health infrastructure and lack of healthcare
workforce, increasing population and life expectancy,
increasing urbanization and healthcare awareness, growing
prevalence of lifestyle disease are some of the growth drivers
that can boost the healthcare industry in India.



RISK FOR THE BUSINESS
 A significant portion of revenue is currently generated from two

hospitals SG Shalby and Krishna Shalby. Further, a majority of
hospitals are located in the state of Gujarat. Any material impact
on the revenue from these hospitals will impact business.

 Company is dependent on one field of specialty for a substantial
portion of revenue, i.e. orthopedics. Any material impact on
earnings from orthopedics will impact financial condition
significantly.

 Company revenue is primarily dependent on inpatient
treatments, which could decline due to a variety of factors. Any
such decline will adversely affect financial condition and results
of operations.



Continue……
Company significantly dependent on one Promoters, Dr
Vikram Shah, and a loss of his services could adversely
affect business and results of operations.

Change in government policies that relate to patients
covered by government schemes could impact revenue from
operations.

Company rely on third party suppliers and manufacturers
for equipment, reagents and drugs. Failure of such third
parties to meet their obligations, or failure to negotiate
better terms with such third parties could adversely affect
business and results of operations.



VALUATION
Shalby limited has evolved as one of the largest private corporate
healthcare groups in Gujarat with a network of 6 hospitals with a
capacity of 1104 beds in 2017, well spread across Gujarat.

Having strong presence in western and central India and focus on
tier-I and tier-II cities, it operates across five states, the outpatient
clinics operate across 37 cities in 12 states in India, and SACE centers are
present in seven cities in six states in India.

Considering, higher RONW amongst its peers with delivering
higher EBITDA & PAT margins, company’s forthcoming
expansion plans combined with reduction in debt plans,
initiatives to improve operational efficiencies, we foresee growth
for the company. Considering all these factors, we recommend
to SUBSCRIBE the IPO with long term perspective.



DISCLAIMERS

This Research Report (hereinafter called report) has been prepared and presented by 
RUDRA SHARES & STOCK BROKERS LIMITED, which does not constitute any offer or 
advice to sell or does solicitation to buy any securities. The information presented in 
this report, are for the intended recipients only. Further, the intended recipients are 
advised to exercise restraint in placing any dependence on this report, as the sender, 
Rudra Shares & Stock Brokers Limited, neither guarantees the accuracy of any 
information contained herein nor assumes any responsibility in relation to losses 
arising from the errors of fact, opinion or the dependence placed on the same.

Despite the information in this document has been previewed on the basis of publicly 
available information, internal data ,  personal views of the research analyst(s)and 
other reliable sources, believed to be true, we do not represent it as accurate, complete 
or exhaustive. It should not be relied on as such, as this document is for general 
guidance only. Besides this, the research analyst(s) are bound by stringent internal 
regulations and legal and statutory requirements of the Securities and Exchange 
Board of India( SEBI) and the analysts' compensation was, is, or will be not directly or 
indirectly related with the other companies and/or entities of Rudra Shares & Stock 
Brokers Ltd and have no bearing whatsoever on any recommendation, that they have 
given in the research report



 Rudra Shares & Stock Brokers Ltd or any of its affiliates/group companies shall not be 
in any way responsible for any such loss or damage that may arise to any person from 
any inadvertent error in the information contained in this report. Rudra Shares & 
Stock Brokers Ltd has not independently verified all the  information, which has been 
obtained by the company for analysis purpose, from publicly available media or other 
sources believed to be reliable. Accordingly, we neither testify nor make any 
representation or warranty, express or implied,  of the accuracy, contents or data 
contained within this document. Rudra Share & Stock Brokers Ltd  and its affiliates are 
engaged in investment advisory, stock broking, retail & HNI and other financial 
services. Details of affiliates are available on our website i.e. www.rudrashares.com.

We hereby declare, that the information herein may change any time due to the
volatile market conditions, therefore, it is advised to use own discretion and judgment
while entering into any transactions, whatsoever.

Individuals employed as research analyst by Rudra Shares & Stock Brokers Ltd or their
associates are not allowed to deal or trade in securities, within thirty days before and
five days after the publication of a research report as prescribed under SEBI Research
Analyst Regulations.

http://www.rudrashares.com/


 Subject to the restrictions mentioned in above paragraph, we and our 
affiliates, officers, directors, employees and their relative may: (a) from 
time to time, have long or short positions acting as a principal in, and buy 
or sell the securities or derivatives thereof, of Company mentioned herein 
or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and 
earn brokerage or profits.




